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KS2 Maths
Pre-visit
1.

Talk about what the pupils might expect to see on the River Thames: use the Interactive White Board to brainstorm

2.

Talk to the pupils about tally charts and how they work

3.

Talk about where they will be going as part of the river trip, including the departure time for the journey

4.

Look at the timetable together and show the pupils the sailing you will be travelling on
Download worksheet on page 6

On-board
Ask the pupils to complete the tally exercise based on what they can see on the river
Download worksheet on page 7
Download additional Working on the River worksheet page 9

Post-visit
1.

Ask the pupils to create a bar chart based on their tally of what they saw on their journey by river

2.

Ask one-step and two-step questions about their data
a. How many more bridges than boats did you see?
b. How many fewer lifeboats than bridges did you see?
c. If the boat can carry 220 passengers in total and there were 130 passengers on board, how many more
passengers could get on the boat?

3.

Ask the pupils questions to compare the capacities of the different transport modes they observed from their river
journey
Download worksheet on page 10

National Curriculum links
Statistics
Pupils should be taught to:
•

Interpret and present data using bar charts, pictograms and tables

•

Solve one-step and two-step questions (for example ‘How many more?’ and ‘How many fewer?’) using information
presented in scaled bar charts and pictograms and tables

Measurement
Pupils should be taught to:
•

Estimate and read time with increasing accuracy to the nearest minute

•

Record and compare time in terms of seconds, minutes and hours

•

Use vocabulary such as o’clock, a.m./p.m., morning, afternoon, noon and midnight
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KS2 Geography
Pre-visit
1.

Talk about what the pupils might expect see on the River Thames: use the Interactive White Board to brainstorm

2.

Talk to the pupils about tally charts and how they work

3.

Look at the MBNA Thames Clippers route map and talk about the key: What are the symbols? Why are the lines in
different colours?

4.

Compare this with a tube map: What symbols are used on both? What do they mean? What looks similar? What
looks different?

Additional resources available
Tube map
MBNA Thames Clippers route map

On-board
Ask the pupils to complete the tally exercise based on what they can see on the river.
Download worksheet page 7
Download additional Working on the River worksheet page 9

Post-visit
1.

Give pupils an Ordnance Survey map of London

2.

Can they name any landmarks they saw on their journey? (Prompts- The O2, Cutty Sark, Tower Bridge, Coca Cola
London Eye)

3.

Can they draw their journey on the map?

4.

Ask the pupils to create a simple map of London with a key. This can be based on the journey they took by river, to
include the start pier and end pier

5.

Re-visit the route map and the Tube map to give them an idea of symbols to use

6.

Ask them to add in any of the landmarks they saw on their trip

Additional resources available
Ordnance Survey map
Use tally from on-board exercise

National Curriculum links

Pupils should be taught to:
•

Use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid references, symbols and key (including the use of
Ordnance Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world
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KS2 Art
Pre-visit
1.

Talk about what the pupils might expect see on the River Thames: use the Interactive White Board to brainstorm

2.

Look at famous paintings of the river

3.

Ask the pupils how they would describe the paintings: How are the paintings different? Think about the subject and
the style

Additional resources available
Suggestions of paintings

On-board
1.

Ask the pupils to draw their observations from the river journey: This could be a favourite view, boats on the river,
what they saw on board
Download worksheet on page 8

Post-visit
1.

Ask pupils to finish their drawing and paint if it’s not in colour

2.

Ask the pupils to choose a famous painting and create their version of the drawing inspired by this chosen painting

3.

Ask the pupils to write a paragraph as to how the artist inspired their work

4.

As the pupils to use IT to find out more about the artist

National Curriculum links

Pupils should be taught:
•

To create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas

•

To improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of
materials (for example pencil, charcoal, paint, clay)

•

About great artists, architects and designers in history

Computing

Pupils should be taught:
•

To use search technologies effectively

•

To appreciate how results are selected and ranked

•

To be discerning in evaluating digital content
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KS2 History
Pre-visit
1.

Talk about what the pupils might expect to see on the River Thames: use the Interactive White Board to brainstorm

2.

Talk to the pupils about tally charts and how they work

3.

Talk about where they will be going as part of the river trip, including the departure time for the journey

4.

Look at the timetable together and show the pupils the sailing you will be travelling on

Additional resources available
MBNA Thames Clippers timetable

On-board
Ask the pupils to complete the tally exercise based on what they can see on the river
Download worksheet on page 7

Post-visit
1.

Look at a photo of Victorian London on the river: explain how boats were one of the main ways to travel through
London

2.

Consider curriculum links to Fire of London, choose a picture from around the same era to link to previous lessons

3.

Ask the pupils about the boats they can see in the picture. Which boats do they think are carrying passengers?

4.

How does this look different to their journey on the Thames? Ask them to consider their tally of other transport, the
boats themselves and the buildings around

IT extension
1.

Ask the pupils to research one of the buildings they saw on their journey

2.

Use IT to research for what the building is used for and when it was built

National Curriculum links

Pupils should be taught:
•

To continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge and understanding of British, local and world history,
establishing clear narratives within and across the periods they study

•

To note connections, contrasts and trends over time and develop the appropriate use of historical terms

•

To regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid questions about change, cause, similarity and
difference, and significance

Computing

Pupils should be taught:
•

To use search technologies effectively

•

To appreciate how results are selected and ranked

•

To be discerning in evaluating digital content
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Make a tally chart of what you can see in your classroom
Tables in the classroom
Children in the classroom
Teachers in the classroom
Chairs in the classroom

On my journey with MBNA Thames Clippers I will be travelling from
____________________________________ Pier to ____________________________________ Pier
We will leave at 						

We will arrive at

12

12

3

9

3

9

6

6
		

How long is the journey?
____________________________________________________________
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What can you see on your river journey?
Make a tally chart of what you can see on your boat journey
Tally

Tally

Bridges

Taxis

Other boats

Buses

London Eye

Passengers

Cutty Sark

Bicycles

Cranes

Tower of London
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What can you see on your river journey?

What does your picture show?
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On the river
Fill in the circles below with what you can see on board the boat

What’s on board?

How many people are working on the boat?
____________________________________________________________
Who is working on the boat? Match the job with the description

Has overall control and
pilots the boats along
the river- our boats have
a joystick instead of a
steering wheel!
Has to be skilled and have
relevant knowledge of the
Thames

Mate

Serves food and drinks to
customers, looking after
the bar, keeping it clean
and managing the stock
Assists the crew with
safety procedures

Assists the Mate in
securing the boat, throws
the second rope
Takes a passenger count
and answers questions
on board

Assists the Captain in
all duties and is second
in command on the boat
In charge of securing
the boat to the pier when
it moors
Throws the first rope
when the boat moors
Allows passengers on and
off the boat

Captai
n

r
ustome
Deck C sistant
As
Service

Barista

Who else might be working to help the boats run?
____________________________________________________________
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Create a bar chart based on the tally chart you made on your river journey

1.

How many more bridges than boats did you see?
____________________________________________________________

2.

How many fewer lifeboats than passengers did you see?
____________________________________________________________

3.

Did you see more or less cranes or birds on your journey? Can you find the difference?
____________________________________________________________

220 pe

ople

le

5 peop

4.

Do you think the boat can hold more passengers than a taxi?
How many more passengers can the boat carry when compared to the taxi?
____________________________________________________________

5.

How would you describe the different between the number of passengers that can travel in a taxi,
on a bus or on a boat?
____________________________________________________________

6.

Monsoon Clipper is full. When it gets to Embankment Pier 30 passengers get off the boat. 15 passengers get on the
boat. Monsoon Clipper can have a maximum of 220 people on board. When the boat leaves Embankment Pier, how
many passengers are on board?
____________________________________________________________
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